MODEL: Wright Gipsy L-320
T.C. NUMBER: AIC 40

Model  Gipsy L-320
Type  4LA
Rating:
Maximum continuous,
hp. rpm. at full
throttle  90-1950-S.L.
Take-off (one minute),
hp. rpm. at full
throttle  90-1950
Fuel (minimum octane
aviation gasoline)  73
Bore and stroke, in.  4.5 x 5.0
Displacement, cu. in.  318
Compression ratio  5:1
Weight (dry), lbs.  285
Propeller shaft, SAE No.  1
Carburetion  Stromberg NAK-3A carburetor with 1-3/8 in. venturi
Ignition, dual  Scintilla PN-4D magnetos
Certification basis  Approved Type Certificate No. 40

NOTE 1. Approval expired 3/26/34. Serial numbers 50000 to 50338 and 51000 to 51050 (assembled by Menasco Manufacturing Co.) are eligible.